Review of minutes

- Have removed the skip button on the security options
- Made styling changes to the Banner Menu with the last upgrade
- Dave to follow up on the ban log files – contact Chuck for clarification
- Discussion of using S drive until Box is available

Year end and beginning of semester coordination

- Will have an announcement to not run any unnecessary job sub from January 4 – 11 during peak hours (9-4)

UVLink

- Discussion of redirecting UVLink to myUVU on December 21
- There are issues with myUVU when using Internet Explorer
- There are also some issues with the menu
- Asked if there is a log of who is using UVLink and find out why they are still using UVLink
- Decided to wait until February 1

Upgrade

- New upgrades are in QA for testing
- Will be done on December 26 at 4:00 pm until December 27
- Upgrades will be done in – AR, HR (year end), Finance, and Financial aid – also working on transform forms
- Will be announced on the myUVU landing page
- Touchnet is being moved to QA
- System Admins will be coming in to check that things are working
Blackout Dates

- LuAnn and Beth are working on the calendar, and Laura will work on the SRI date
- Need to coordinate with Infrastructure

Banner Styling

- Working on how Banner is brought up through myUVU – over write myUVU or opening a new tab
- If over writing myUVU should have a myUVU icon on the page

Banner Menu

- Discussion of menu changes – making changes and then address issues
- Service Desk needs to know of the changes so they can help people having problems
- Will not do all at once
- EAMT members should let their departments know of changes
- Can put text at the top of Web Tailor regarding the need to keep information confidential (Colby will send wording to Dave)

Other

- Discussion of implementing Aleks – and pulling by Aleks codes based on a valid date – will create a GTVS DAX group so translation tables can be found in Banner
- SCORE, UVUSA, EAMT have approved changing registration to 8:00 pm instead of 12:00 – Ray will send an email to IT Oversight
- Banner 8 / 9 have issues as they interpret dates differently – will have more discussion at a later date

Assignments

Dave to follow up on the ban log files – contact Chuck for clarification
Colby will send wording to Dave regarding keeping information confidential
Ray will send an email to IT Oversight

Agenda Item

Discussion of Banner 8/9 date issues